Modular Display System - Upright and Base

1902216

Product Description

Make an impression with the Nobo Modular Display System. Ideal for permanent information displays or to create exhibition stands, the system can be easily reconfigured to suit your needs. Fully modular in design, you can combine uprights with large or small felt or cork panels as required while the sturdy aluminium bases guarantee perfect stability. Upright: 1976x100x60mm, weight: 4.8kg, base: 50x300x300mm.

Features

- Small Panel – 90cm x 59.5cm
- Large Panel – 120cm x 90cm
- Metal trim of 1.5cm all round. Both can be hung landscape or portrait
- Poles are 195cm high
- Poles divide in 2 (screwed together in construction of unit) – bottom pole 100cm high, top pole 95cm high
- Pole width – 8.5cm, Pole depth is 5.5cm and the space between pole and panel is 3cm
- Overall width of unit if using the following building option – Large Panel Portrait and Small Panel landscape is 139cm
- Diameter of Base is 35cm
- Pole to Pole is (outer edge to outer edge of poles is 113cm) + edge of pole to outer edge of round base (13cm each side) = 139cm"